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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the potential of performing
interferometry with a single antenna system on an
aircraft with significan motion. The spectral anal-
ysis of [1, 2] is extended to low altitude imaging
scenes. We then use this spectral analysis to find
the collection geometry requirements to achieve
coherence between SAR images. Using these re-
quirements, we show that the motion of the air-
craft during CASIE-09 is insufficient to achieve
coherence.
1. INTRODUCTION
SAR interferometry is a powerful tool that exploits
the coherence of two complex images created from
slightly differing aspect angles to infer further in-
formation of the scene such as topography or the
detection of moving targets. Traditionally SAR
interferometry has used images collected using
narrow beam antennae with a linear flight track
from high altitude platforms. These assumptions
make it easy to analyze the SAR operation in the
spectral domain, which has enabled the develop-
ment of computationally efficient algorithms for
image compression [1, 3, 4]; however, with the re-
cent availability of raw computational power from
GPUs it has become desirable to forgo the com-
putational efficiency of Fourier based methods and
use time domain backprojection due to the simplic-
ity of implementation and ability to handle wide
beam antennae and arbitrary flight paths. This
has enabled improved focussing for a variety of
applications including the images from the Char-
acterization of Arctic Sea Ice (CASIE-09) [5]. The
dynamic motion of the small Unmanned Aircraft
System (UAS) illustrated in Fig. 1 necessitated the
motion compensation available using time-domain
backprojection in order to properly focus the im-
ages; however we wondered if the motion of the
aircraft could be used to infer the statistics of the
sea ice, possibly by using subaperture images to
create an interferometric estimate of a portion of
the sea ice. This was the basis of my original pro-
posal. However by extending the spectral analysis
developed for traditional SAR method [1, 2] to
backprojected images, potentially from aircrafts at
lower altitudes and non-linear paths, we show that
the motion of the aircraft during the CASIE mis-
sion is insufficient for this purpose. We also clarify
the requirements required for coherence between
two SAR images.
2. ROUGH SURFACE MODEL AND
COHERENCE
Interferometric estimation of topography relies on
the assumption that the imaging scene g(x, y, z) can
be described as a rough surface
(1)g(x, y, z) = r(x, y)δ(z − h(x, y)) ,
where h(x, y) is the topography of the surface and
r(x, y) is the surface reflectivity function, and δ is
the Dirac delta function. It is also assumed that
h(x, y) is smooth compared to the resolution of
the SAR. The surface reflectivity function, r(x, y)
is modeled as a wide sense stationary (WSS) ran-
dom process, where each resolution cell contains
multiple independently positioned point scatter-
ers. This results in an exponential distribution of
Fig. 1: An example SAR image collected during CASIE-09, and a depiction of the altitude variation during
the data collection of this image. The image resolution is 1m and the dimensions are roughly 650m x 3km.
the received power, which is typical of natural sur-
faces [1, 6]. It is apparent that in order to achieve
the coherence between SAR images needed for in-
terferometry the pixels must be spatially co-located
and of similar shape; however, the pixels also need
to be generated from the same portions of the sur-
face spectrum R(ωx,ωy). Because r(x, y) is a WSS
random process its Fourier transform R(ωx,ωy) is
also WSS, and samples of R(ωx,ωy) are statisti-
cally independent. Therefore disjoint portions of
the spectrum used in generating the images lead
to incoherence. Image registration or stereometric
techniques can be used to achieve overlap spatially,
so the following develops the tools need to deter-
mine the amount of spatial overlap and how this
information can be used to improve the coherence
of the SAR images.
3. SPECTRAL SAMPLING OF A ROUGH
SURFACE IN 2 DIMENSIONS
We first begin by investigating a two dimensional
imaging scene described by a single pulse, then this
development will be expanded to the traditional
three dimensional SAR imaging scene of station-
ary surfaces. Consider the two dimensional imag-
ing scenario described in Fig. 2. The imaging cell
scene is made up of multiple point scatterers as de-
scribed in Section 2. We assume that the radar has
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Fig. 2: Two dimensional SAR imaging scene.
a narrow azimuth beam and that the scene is in-
variant in the azimuth direction. Using the Born
approximation the radar return is described as a
convolution of the radar signal with the imaging
scene within the beamwidth of the antenna, mod-
elled mathematically as
sr(r) =
∫ Rmax
0
st(r − τ)
∫
Bψ
g(τ sin(ψ + l)
+ x, τ cos(ψ + l) + z) dl dτ
st(r) ∗
∫
Bψ
g(r sin(ψ + l) + x, r cos(ψ + l) + z) dl ,
(2)
where the antenna location is given by (x, z), r is the
distance from the antenna, Rmax is the maximum
imaging range, ψ is the angle of the scene to the an-
tenna, and Bψ is the antenna elevation beamwidth.
Because we are interested in pixel to pixel corre-
lation of images, we can constrain our analysis to
a single range compressed sample. Thus we only
consider a small portion of Bψ which we designate
as L. The imaging scene is much smaller than the
distance to the target. Using the small angle ap-
proximation for functions of l, yields
(3)
sr(r) = st(r) ∗
∫
L
g
(
r
(
sinψ cos l + cosψ sin l
)
+ x, r
(
cosψ cos l − sinψ sin l) + z) dl
= st(r) ∗
∫
L
g
(
r
(
sinψ + l cosψ
)
+ x, r
(
cosψ − l sinψ) + z) dl .
Equation (3) describes an orthographic projection
of g onto a line with an elevation angle ψ. The
reader may note that the orthographic projection is
only valid for small angle ranges, thus this analysis
may not be valid for an image formation procedure
for airborne SAR where the range of incidence an-
gle is large; however, this analysis is valid in eval-
uating which portions of the spectrum are used in
creating a pixel value.
The spectral sampling of the radar pulse given
in Eq. (2) is defined by the Fourier transform of
Eq. (2); however, by the projection slice theorem,
this is approximately equivalent to taking a slice of
the two dimensional Fourier transform of the two
dimensional image spectrum. This is illustrated by
looking at the slice of the spectrum taken along the
ωx axis
(4)
G(ωr, 0) =
∫ ∫
g(x, z)e−j2pixωrdx dz
=
∫ [∫
g(x, z)dz
]
e−j2pixωx dx
=
∫
px(x)e−j2pixωxdx
= F{px} ,
where the px is the orthographic projection of
g(x, z) onto the x axis. This extends to a slice at
an arbitrary angle because the Fourier transform
of a rotated space is equal to the rotated Fourier
transform of the non-rotated space. Note that the
spectral slices always extend from the origin of
the spectral space. The spectral sample is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 for two different incident angles.
The background represents the spectrum of a sur-
face contained on the x axis, thus the spectrum
is constant in ωz. The angle of observation an-
gle of the radar determines the angle of the slice
through the two dimensional spectrum. The cen-
ter frequency, fc and the bandwidth, Bw, of the
radar determines the sampled portion of the one
dimensional slice.Note that the discrete samples
illustrated by the colored dashes in Fig. 3 can be
considered the raw data samples of a LFM pulse
or the Fourier transform of the range compressed
data. The spectrum in Fig. 3 is constant in the ωz
Bw
fc
ψ′
ψ
ω
z
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the spectral sampling of a sin-
gle pulse from two different observation angles.
The background represents the spectrum of a sur-
face contained on the x axis, thus the spectrum is
constant in ωz. The center frequency, fc and the
bandwidth, Bw, of the radar determines the sam-
pled portion of the one dimensional slice.
direction because the scatterers are contained on a
line in the two dimensional imaging space. Like-
wise if the surface extended along and angle α the
spectrum is rotated by α then it is constant along
α + pi2 , or equivalently the slice is taken along ψ + α
of the non rotated spectrum. Thus the portion of
the surface spectrum sampled by the radar at angle
ψ is equivalent to the portion sampled by a radar
with 0 degree incidence angle and a lowered center
frequency and bandwidth.
3.1. Coherence in two dimensional cross-track
interferometry
Topography estimation is performed using cross-
track interferometry where two radars (or alterna-
tively two simultaneous receivers and one radar
transmitter) are placed at different elevation an-
gles ψ and ψ′ as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this ex-
ample the radars have the same center frequency
and bandwidth. The radars sample slightly differ-
ent portions of the surface spectrum as illustrated
by the projection of the samples onto the surface
angle. To increase the coherence of the two im-
ages, the disjoint portions of the spectrum can be
filtered off by applying windows in the spectral
domain. For LFM-CW SAR the filtering may be
done by windowing the dechirped data before
range compression.Alternatively the decorrelation
can be overcome by “tunable systems”, which can
adjust their operating frequencies as suggested in
[2].
4. SPECTRAL SAMPLING IN THREE
DIMENSIONS
The previous analysis is easily extended to the
three dimensions because the projection slice theo-
rem is applicable to any number of dimensions. As
explained in Section 3, the contribution of a single
resolution cell to a radar pulse can be described by
the convolution of the radar transmit signal with
an orthographic projection of the imaging cell onto
a line proceeding from the radar to the center of the
imaging cell, and by the projection slice theorem
the spectral contribution contained in this pulse
is approximately the one dimensional slice of the
three dimensional spectrum taken at the same an-
gles as the projection. To illustrate this refer to the
geometry shown in Fig. 4 of two squinted SAR
collections from two different altitudes. Note that
the aircraft at the higher altitude effectively has a
somewhat narrower beamwidth because the target
is viewed from the same span of ground azimuth
angles.
Figure 5 illustrates the spectral sampling of the
SAR data collections illustrated in Figure 4. The
sampling lines extend at the same angles, but sam-
ple a portion of a one dimensional slice as spec-
Fig. 4: Illustration of squinted SAR geometry from
two different altitudes. Note that the aircraft at
the higher altitude effectively has a somewhat nar-
rower beamwidth because the target is viewed
from only the same span of ground azimuth an-
gles.
ified by the radar operating frequencies. Because
the scene of interest is contained on the surface of
the x-y plane the spectrum is constant in ωz thus
the two collections effectively sample the portions
shown in Fig. 5b. Note that like the two dimen-
sional imaging scenario, the difference in incidence
angle shifts the sampling of the ground spectrum
along the ground azimuth angle. However because
the shift is only along the ground azimuth angle
we also see that in order for the collections to have
azimuth spectral overlap they must view the scene
from the same range of azimuth angles.
5. IMPLICATIONS TO SINGLE APERTURE
INTERFEROMETRY
Let us first consider the case of an aircraft ap-
proaching the imaging scene where scene of in-
terest is to the right of the initial heading of the
aircraft. To ease the analysis we first ignore the
transmit frequency requirements outlined earlier
and assume that the radar can arbitrarily adjust
its transmit and receive frequencies, such that the
length of the baseline and the altitude are not an
important considerations. We choose the reference
frame origin to proceed from the scene center and
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Fig. 5: Illustration of spectral sampling in three dimensions.
to measure the ground azimuth angle between the
projections of the pointing angle to the receive an-
tenna and the angle orthogonal to aircraft heading
pointing toward the aircraft as shown in Fig. 6.
Consider that the aircraft has a collection of
pulses taken along a relatively straight flight path.
In order for the aircraft to collect pulses from the
same range of azimuth angles then the aircraft
must either reverse direction or the projection of
the heading onto the ground plane must cross to
the other side of the imaging scene as illustrated
in Fig. 6. For a horizontally flat surface this can be
accomplished by a helicopter mounted SAR, but
for an airplane, the heading crossing the scene is
difficult to achieve except at high squint angles
and requires that the antenna beam either be very
wide and forward pointing (resulting in difficult
ambiguities to resolve) or to be steered to point to
other side of the aircraft. Furthermore, the length of
the interferometric baseline is determined by the
airplane turning radius, which in most imaging
scenarios results in a large range in the incidence
angle requiring a very wide range of transmit fre-
quencies. However, if the surface rises away from
the aircraft the requirements are lower.
6. CONCLUSION
By extending the spectral analysis of SAR data col-
lections done by [1, 2] we have shown that SAR
data collected as part of CASIE-09 cannot be used
for single-pass interferometry.
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